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When a prominent couple decided

to leave their Hidden Hills home in

Southern California to plant roots in

Las Vegas, their focus was on family

connections. 

Seeking a space where their large

family, could be comfortably housed,

they asked Daniel Joseph Chenin

for the architecture, interior design, 

exterior environments, furnishings

and accessories. 

They codenamed the project 

Palladio, after Italian architect

Andrea Palladio.

the 
Palladio
project

Layered view from the dining room through the main gallery into
the living room of a houses designed by Daniel Joseph Chenin
near Las Vegas, USA. Two custom designed display cases create a
vignette, framed by the wood entry portal, into an intimate dining
room and kitchen beyond. Photos: Douglas Friedman.
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The multi-year process began in 2018 when Chenin
was introduced to the clients. Having commissioned
multiple custom residences in California and Hawaii,
the conversation touched on their aspirations for this
primary residence. 

The couple’s vision intersected a niche that Chenin’s
firm has increasingly addressed in recent years, where
coastal clients are looking inland to the open and 
picturesque landscapes of the desert Southwest.

Having worked with luxury brands including Four
Seasons and Auberge Resorts he came up with a 
concept that would exude the character of a five-star
boutique hotel, but that would also be comfortable
and livable on a residential scale.

The clients preferred a H-shaped layout for the 
interior, to provide a personal retreat on one side, and
guest accommodations on the other. 
The H shape design allowed for an entire side of the
house to be shut down. 
The clients also expressed their desire for the house to
feature their large private collection of Hudson River
School paintings. 
Chenin embraced the idea of curating the clients’ art
collection as a core element of the design.  

Drawing inspiration from the art, whose frames 
contain the life within the paintings, the firm created
portals that frame the life within the spaces.
“That was the impetus of how we started laying out
the house, as a collection of portals, with each 
transporting one into a different container, or room,
with a distinct function,” explained Chenin. 

“We codenamed the project Palladio, after Italian 
architect Andrea Palladio, who was famous for his16
century villas that utilized cruciform circulation.
Guided by the concept ‘discovery of the nuance’, the
spatial organization breaks down the scale of the home
to create livable environments.”

Working from the outside in, Chenin wanted to ensure
maximum efficiency within the confines of the 
property. The long, narrow lot bordered a hill. 
The decision was made to excavate in order to nestle
the rear limits of the property into a cut in the hillside.

As the complex weaved its way down to the main level

Above: atop the large black entry portal sits a
glass and steel ribbed box, referred to as the
crown which houses a large entertainment
lounge. Below: Daniel Joseph Chenin. 
(photo: Ryne Belanger)
Right: custom designed by Daniel Joseph
Chenin, a metal and fabric light fixture 
punctuates the secondary crossing off the
gallery. Bottom: the pool deck with a sunset
view to the Las Vegas Strip and a view to the
rear of the house.
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Left: The powder room vestibule is framed by a
portal off the secondary crossing featuring a
12-foot-tall double-sided fireplace clad in 
orange onyx.
Below: the entry gallery, which serves as the 
primary circulation, was created to feature the
owner's large private collection of Hudson
River School paintings.
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of the residence, elements of the excavated landscape
were incorporated into the design, including a 
retaining wall, pillars and a driveway.

Upon arrival, a long driveway declines towards a
motor port. A landscaped path leads to the 
ornamental bronze doors and an inner courtyard
flanked by fountains and to a large black portal that
shrouds the main entrance to the home. 

Atop the entry portal, Chenin created a glass box, for
the entertainment lounge with a bar a gym and spa.
Outside of the box, the landscaped decks offer views
across the canyon towards the Las Vegas strip to the
East and desert vistas to the West. 
The layout includes a myriad of terraced outdoor 
dining and entertainment spaces.

Through the main entrance portal, a central corridor
through the middle of the house, adorned with 
10-footwall coverings, two feet of upholstered fabric
walls and a white millwork ceiling leads to a variety of
gathering spaces. At each end of the corridor, cast
concrete archways prominently frame connections to
the exterior. 

At the very center of the interior, a perpendicular 
corridor connects the opposing wings, with four 
containers with a music room, a formal living room, a
dining room with a secondary portal leading into the
kitchen, and a framed stairway leading up to the
upper entertainment level.

Across the hall from the framed stairway, a media
room with a piano and a big video screen  is located. 
Chenin: “The house is a modern interpretation of a
Palladian design. Its true beauty lies in its blend of
classic underpinnings, modern flares, and whimsical
infusions.”

Palladio is illuminated by layered decorative fixtures,
including four Lobmeyr chandeliers, originally 
designed for the Metropolitan Opera, and hand-forged
creations from Charles Paris. Chenin selected the steel
window framing system to echo the patina 
imperfections of metal finishes including brass 
detailing, a flame-treated kitchen countertop, and
subtle relief details in the millwork.

He continued: “There are a lot of subtle textures in
the house where you can see that human hands either
created the element or were integral in the process.”

Above: the ‘crown, a glass and steel box set atop the main entry portal into the house, contains a large
entertainment lounge with a full-service bar. Below left: one of the guestrooms with millwork walls with
upholstered inserts, custom-embedded storage drawers in the beds to maximize space. 
Beside that: the primary bedroom with a hand-painted Fromental wall covering and custom designed
wall-to-wall carpeting completing the suite’s luxurious embrace.

Top right: dark detailing defines a more masculine bathroom, highlighted by a glassed-in outdoor
shower that opens like a solarium, with operable windows and a glass roof that connects to the out-
doors. Below that: the feminine bathroom with by lighter stone patterns and a stand-alone soaking tub.



These pages: the living room draped in a calming
blue millwork, adorned with artwork depicting
aquatic themes. This provides a contemporary twist
to a classical room. Complementing the 12-foottall
onyx double-sided fireplace are two Platner Easy
Chairs upholstered in vibrant orange velvet.


